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CSR Section, CSR Department, Corporate Strategy Division, NIKON CORPORATION

Thank you for reading the Nikon's sustainability report.
Please give us your feedback to help us improve our CSR activities.
1．Why did you read it? Please select the reason from the following. (Check all that apply.)
□ I am interested in corporate CSR

□ I want to refer to the information in job

activities.
I want to refer to the information
when making an investment.
I am interested in Nikon.

hunting.
I want to refer to the information when
purchasing a product.
None

□
□

□
□

□ Other
(

)

2．Which article(s) interested you? Please also provide the reasons.
Interesting article(s):
Reason(s):

3．Is there any article that doesn't give a sufficient explanation or that you found difficult to read? Please provide
the reasons.
Article(s) you thought required
more information or were difficult to read:
Reason(s):

4．From the list below, select the issues you feel the Nikon Group should actively address in the future, and write
them in the boxes in order of priority

1．
（

）

2．
（

）

A：Corporate governance
B：Employee human rights and labor
practices
C：Supply chain
D：Employee diversity
E：Reduction of harmful substances and
waste volume
F：Recycling
G：Climate change

3．
（

）

H：Energy/resource conservation
I：Biodiversity
J：Compliance
K：Fair trade
L：Product quality and safety
M：Customer satisfaction
N：Information security
O：Response to international issues such as
poverty and conflict

5．What is your job title, position, occupation, etc.:
□ Customer
□ Shareholder/Investor
□ Business Partner
□ Student

□ Employee of the Nikon Group or his/her family

P：Charitable activities
Q：Contribution to communities surrounding
Nikon plants
R：Preparation for large-scale disasters
S：Other (
)

□ Person in charge of CSR for the company
□ Others

6． Please share with us your comments and/or questions about the overall report. Please also comment on any
new articles you think should be included in this report.

If you would like to receive an answer from Nikon to your opinion or question in No. 6, please enter your name
and contact information. We will not use your personal information for any purpose other than the above. For details on Nikon's
privacy policy, please refer to: http://www.nikon.com/privacy/

Name

Contact information

